Van ’n Bike frame holder installation
A.

B.

Remark

Install the Van ‘n Bike frame holder.
Parts:
• Frame holder with mounting
bracket
• M8 hexagon screw
• 2 black grippers
• 1 Nord Lock washer
• 1 star knob
• 1 black cover cap

The Van ’n Bike frame holder is an extra connection
between the Van ’n Bike frame and your bike carrier rack.

Insert the supplied bolt through the
hole of the mounting bracket.
Next, fasten this completely in the
hole with thread in the centre of the
top horizontal tube of the Van ’n Bike.
Tighten it with a no. 13 spanner and
position the black cover cap on the
bolt's head.

When you tighten, you can choose to position the frame
holder higher or lower by turning the mounting bracket
half a turn.

OR

C.

The position of the clamp with “grippers” can be changed
by sliding it forwards or backwards over the tube of the
frame holder.
Use a no. 6 Allen key to loosen and tighten.
The clamp with “grippers” can also be turned upwards.

Photo

You can also remove the clamp from the tube and turn it
around with the star knob pointing to the inside.
You can therefore adjust the position of the clamp in
various ways on the bike carrier that you are installing on
the Van ’n Bike.
When the correct position has been determined, you can
position the clamp with “grippers” around the bracket of
the bike carrier and tighten it by using the star knob.

D.

ATTENTION!!!!!!!!!
There are "Nord Lock" locking
washers on the star knob. They must
always be secured onto the star knob
so that they cannot vibrate free when
driving.

The Nord Lock locking washers consist of 2 disks that must
be installed with the inside towards each other.
You can see the inside of the washers on the photo below.

You can see the outside of the washers on the photo
below.

